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Abstract— Function of Health Insurance Industry is multi-faceted. The service provider needs to manage the claims of policy holders. This 

task involves authentication of data from multiple sources. While servicing the claims it also needs to take care of the interests of multiple 

agencies like health care service providers. There is possibility of error and fraud happening at each and every stage of the process of 

validating a claim. This is due to the involvement of multiple data handlers like agents, and different service providers to authenticate the 

data. It is a fact that insurance companies are incurring huge losses due to such frauds or errors. It is found that the degree of 

Transparency, Trust while processing a transaction, claim settlement time, security of data, etc. are important for validating a claim 

efficiently. 

We propose a framework based on Blockchain Technology to provide an efficient and fraud free solution to the above problem of validating 

insurance claims. Through smart contracts our platform supports for the interaction between current transaction system and Blockchain. 

This paper focuses on the design of processing Health Insurance related transactions using the Blockchain. The framework has been 

developed on Ethereum, an open source permissionless blockchain framework. The process of authentication is role based for various 

parties involved in the network 

Index Terms— Blockchain, Bitcoin, Cryptog raphy, Decentralisation, Distributed Ledger, Smart Contract, Health Insurance.  

 
——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

Currently data is an invaluable resource, which guides the 
business decisions.There is possibility of tampering the da-
ta,which leads to serious problems in decision taking in 
Health Inusrance Industry.This is true in the centrailzed data-
bases.Data owners has no control on their data like the storage 
and access.Blockchain promises the data integrity as well as 
the distributed control of the data. 
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Bl       Blockchain is an underlying technology of Bitcoin which 
emerged as the discovery of Satoshi Nakamoto [1], thus 
making Bitcoin as the first cryptocurrency which leads to 
many future Blockchain implementations. This technology 
offers a novel way of building distributed systems. 
Blockchain is a distributed ledger that has all transactions 
that has not yet executed in the system. The Blockchain is 
widely applicable to many industrial areas (industrial 
domains) where there is a need for transparency and trust 
among distributed different parties in the network. It is a 
Peer2Peer network where every full node stores a copy of 
the Blockchain ledger. There is no central authority that 
manages the Blockchain database. The Consistency of the 
ledger is achieved by using various consistency protocols 
involving all parties in the network. Selection of consensus 
protocol depends on the trust model and the business 
environment. Immutability of the ledger is achieved by 
using the cryptographic techniques [2]. For validation and 
authorization of transactions, all the nodes involved in the 
consensus should agree upon the request that has come.  

     As there is no central authority involved, there is no mid-
dle-man involvment in processing data and taking actions 
accordingly. These results in non-reversible transactions and 
no need to trust the parties involved in the transaction. People 
should trust the system and the code.All transactions are 
grouped and stored in blockchain. The sender broadcasts the 
transaction in the P2P network when a new transaction is 
created.Transactions are not confirmed as it arrives, because as 
nodes acquire the transaction, they run consensus algorithm 
for validating it and holds it in their transactional pools. Vali-
dation of transactions involves running the predefined tests 
about the structure and the parameters. 
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As operations of Health Insurance Industry involves lot of 
business rules,smart contracts will be encoded with these 
rules[3],[4] for writing the ongoing transactions to the block-
chain.Policy holders who had registered with compa-
ny,Service provider(Hospital) for treating patients with valid 
health cards,Claims made by the Hospital/Policy holder and 
receiving the refunds for same,all these are written in smart 
contracts.This distributed ledger will avoid transactions,if the 
transaction voilates the rules that are defined in the smart con-
tract.Current Health Insurance system needs lot of interactions 
manually for transaction process which leads to dirtyness of 
the data or slow process because of the involvment of various 
stake holders which leads to long time for payment.This cur-
rent system puts the indsutry in tough challenges for detection 
of fraud claim[4],all these can be handled using smart con-
tracts based on distributed ledger[5],[6]. 
       This paper address the Transparency,Data level Securi-
ty,handling the drawbacks of the current insurance system by 
using blockchain technology as solution([7]).By using block-
chain technology in health insurane, a)provides solution for 
speeding up and automating the business process in Health 
Insurance like registration of new policy holder and assigning 
roles for various stake holders in the Health Insurance Indus-
try,b)Making client data confidential and accessible to authen-
ticated parties[8],c)Triggers were made to higher authenti-
cated authorites in the organisation for detection of transac-
tions that are suspicious,d)Reducing the lengthy time and 
costs involved in claim settlement. 
      Our proposed design handles the efficient approach for the 
transactions related to Health Insurance are done using Block-
chain technology.The framework has been developed on Ethe-
reum, a permissionless blockchain framework. 
 
Paper is organised as follows  
    1 .Introduction 
    2. Current Health Insurance System. 
    3. Need of Blockchain Technology to replace current Health                 
Insurance System. 
   4. Technical challenges with Blockchain. 
   5. System architecture for Health Insurance Framework.             
  6. Prototype and experiments 
  7. Conclusion 

2.  CURRENT HEALTH INSURANCE SYSTEM 

Health insurance is insurance that covers the whole or a part 
of the risk of a person incurring medical expenses. By estimat-
ing the overall risk of health care and health system expenses 
over the risk pool, an insurer can develop a routine finance 
structure, such as a monthly premium, to provide the money 
to pay for the healthcare benefits specified in the insurance 
agreement. The benefit is administered by a central organiza-
tion such as a government agency, private business. A health 
insurance policy is a contract between the insurance provider 
and a policyholder. A Contract could be annual, monthly. The 
type and amount of health care costs that will be covered by 
the health insurance provider are specified in writing. 
 

2.1 Pain Points in Current System 
 
1. It is tedious to maintain the patient information.Insurance 
providers do not have access to whole facts of the patient data 
which ends up in assigning wrong policies and increases in 
costs of processing. 
 
2. Whole insurance industry operates among diverse stake-
holders like policyholders, doctors, and hospitals etc., Because 
of the involvement of various stakeholders the complete flow 
of claim operates independently thereby increases the difficul-
ty in sharing records. 
 
3. Lot of time and administrative costs involved in processing 
insurance claims because of diverse stakeholder,which leads 
to customer dissatisfaction. 
 
4. Involvment of paperwork involved in the current environ-
ment and there is a possibility of manipulating details at every 
stage which incurs a huge loss to the insurance industry. 
There is a possibility of data getting dirty and wrong. 
 
5. Customer/Policy holder information stored on central serv-
er can lead to theft of the information and there is a lack of 
security. 

3.  NEED OF BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY TO 

REPLACE CURRENT HEALTH INSURANCE 

SYSTEM 

3.1 Advantages that Blockchain Promises for the 
above issues 

      Blockchain transforms the insurance industry, by decreas-
ing the amount of time and operational cost for processing 
claims. 
      Features of blockchain like accessibility, immutability, 
transparency, automated execution of transactions and being 
the distributed ledger among all the peers in blockchain net-
work make all the issues resolved. Patient owns his/her medi-
cal information and can share the information as per needs 
without depending on any central agency, this is done using 
the blockchain peer-to-peer network. Role-based authentica-
tion has been implemented to provide access to the various 
stakeholders depending on their roles and the information is 
stored in blockchain thereby avoiding identity theft. Improves 
the claim settlement in real time by processing or denying 
claims easier and faster which will be done by rules in the 
smart contract, which improves trust factor. 
This technology improves the operational efficiency, prevent 
fraud and help bring transparency in the complex world of 
insurance business. 
      Policy Contract defines rules for policy holder’s coverage. 
Processing the claims and refunding the same are the key cus-
tomer focus areas where expertise is needed for adjusting the 
claims or the investigators for negotiating and settling the 
claims. This differs depending on the type of policy and the 
kind of services provided by Hospital and other entities in-
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cluding regulators. Consumer protection issues are important 
aspects within the underwriting, and settlement of claim 
process, the rules, i.e. the rules-based claims processing. Dur-
ing the claim processing several documents originating from 
several stakeholders (Policy holder, Hospital, Insurance Com-
pany etc..) containing sensitive data is used and some of which 
may not be available in digital format. Settlement of claims is 
done based on the regulations governed by the policy con-
tract. This leads claim processor to apply rules and take deci-
sions before the claim is paid. This goes into building incen-
tive models to enable groups to decide which claims should be 
paid out and which should not be paid. In Health Insurance 
claims adjusters and doctors have to investigate whether the 
claimed amount should be paid for such illness and these are 
done based on analysis made on the medical reports submit-
ted by the policyholder or hospital.Blockchain could help to 
building all these features into the smart contract and enable 
Insurance Companies to achieve the transparency, security, 
decentralization. All transactions written to Blockchain are 
visible to all, shared across multiple locations and impossible 
to alter or delete.  
Current process takes 17-18 days for claim settlement, with 
blockchain all this can be done in real time. 

4. TECHNICAL CHALLENGES WITH BLOCKCHAIN 

      Currently all over the world there are lot of blockchains 
and cryptocurrencies.Identifying all of these options and es-
tablishing communication across the blockchains are the big-
gest issue.Many industries are focusing on the creation and 
use of more proprietary blockchain for the business problems.  
Blockchain does not solve the data standardization issue, but 
provides a platform for sharing data in real-time on trusted 
network.This is acheived using the interoperability across the 
different applications in the same frame work using the IPFS. 
 

4.1 Interoperability across Smart Contracts  

     Interoperability provides sharing of information and trans-
actions across diversed blockchain systems.User can send in-
formation from his blockchain to other blockchain where the 
user will have ability to read and interact respectively.In 
Health Insurance as there are a lot of stakeholders involved all 
of them work independently so sharing information is limited. 
This problem is overcome with IPFS.All the networks will be 
connected using the same system of files through InterPlane-
tary File System which is peer-to-peer distributed system.It is 
content addressable and there is no single point of failure. 
In our case hospital claims for refund which is deployed in a 
separate smart contract,and insurance company validates the 
claim for request which is deployed in other smart contract.In 
order to pass the data between these 2 different contracts in 
the same frame work,the data will be put in IPFS.When a data 
is put on the IPFS it generates a hash for that content ,using 
the public key of the insurance company the IPFS hash will be 
encrypted.Insurance company decrypts the same using its 
private key for viewing the claim request which includes med-
ical reports as well.Applying IPFS to store medical informa-

tion would mean no trust requirement between providers and 
no single point of failure to prevent patients from accessing 
their medical records. 
 

4.2 Authentication of Stake Holders in Blockchain 

      Smart contract potentially solves the data access issue, 
providing access to right information at right time and this 
mechanism describes the control principle over the access.In 
insurance industry every stakeholder is described with the 
access control relation.The relevant information of user-role is 
in a smart contract deployed on a blockchain and to employ a 
challenge-response authentication protocol for verifying if a 
user owns an asserted role. Ethereums protocols and crypto-
graphy make the proposed system suitable for the authentica-
tion of roles.After creating the Smart contract, insurance com-
pany deploys the SC on the Ethereum blockchain under a cor-
responding smart contract address (SC.EA). Details about the 
SC can be accessed by checking the SC and the information of 
the user role will be stored on blockchain. 

5. SYSTEM  ARCHITECTURE FOR HEALTH INSURANCE  

FRAMEWORK  BETWEEN HOSPITAL AND HEALTH 

INSURANCE COMPANY 

     We investigated how to effectively realize the Blockchain 
technology mechanism in the Health Insurance Industry for 
Claim processing and achieve the same in real time with more 
transparency and decentralized way. Smart contracts were 
used and the same were placed n the distributed ledg-
er(blockchain platform),for storing the result.Methods in 
smart contracts handles the requests that were made by the 
stake holders. 
 

5.1 Core Members of the Proposed Model 

    Insurance Company covers the Policy Holder, Hospit-
al(Service Provider to policy holder), new policy re-
quests,claim submissions and receiving the refund for same. 
The Hospital may claim the insurance company for treating 
the patient so the payment can be done to either of the entities. 
 

5.2 Various Components in the Model 

    Access to the data depends upon the roles which are auto-
mated by smart contract. A distributed ledger records the ex-
ecution results of all transactions. Authentication and user 
access are based on cryptographic algorithms.  
The framework uses smart contracts that drives the transac-
tions.All smart contract has its own defined rules,of which 
addition of transactions to blockchain depends.Nodes vali-
dates a transaction by running the consensus depending on 
the result of the validation block will be added accordingly to 
Health Insurance blockchain. 
 

5.3 Registration 

    Various stake holders should have a minimum of one main 
account like[EOA] or the account can be created by the Insur-
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ance company using the eth.createAccount() which generates 
the key pair for joining the network. All the accounts are in-
dexed by there addresses which are derived from his/her own 
public key. In our scenario, the identity management and au-
thentication are done in a decentralized way and smart con-
tract handles this[9]. 
 

5.4 Insurance Model 

       The scenario where main transactions are standard of in-
surance operations like client registration,claim submission by  

   Figure 1. Health Insurance Blockchain Framework 
 
either policy-holder or Hospital, processing of refunds etc.The 
characteristics of blockchain ensures that polich-holders do 
not blame insurance company falsely for the service company 
provides because all the transactions are transparent and tam 
per proof.Figure 1 depicts the proposed framework workflow. 
     A transaction that occurs should satisfy the rules which are 
governed by the smart contract if it failing to satisfy then that 
transaction will be put in the uncle block for some time, after a 
certain period that transaction will be removed. The term ob-
ject refers to the attributes of the client or the policy. Rules are 
coded in smart contract, and any transaction that occurs 
should satisfy the rules, if it fails to satisfy, then that transac-
tion will be put in the uncle block for some time, after a certain 
period that transaction will be removed. 
 

5.5 Retrieval of Policy Holder Details 

     Retrieval of client details can be done by either an insurance 
agent or the owner of the policy. The user needs to pass a ses-
sion key to the insurance agent(ida) to access certain de-
tails.Once session gets expired that key cant be used any 
more.Any changes to policy information that are made during 
that session by the insurance agent will not be recorded until it 
is signed by the owner of the policy. 

5.5 Claim Processing 

      The proposed model of blockchain network has,  
client(policyholder/hospital) sends a transaction to Insurance 
Company.Smart contract executes the claims request accor-
dingly as shown in Figure 2.Hospital bills will be paid by the 
insurance company for a valid policyholder. Policy Holder has 
to sign a message using his/her private key for the claim. The 
insurance company will decrypt the same using the ecrecov-
er() which is Elliptic curve cryptography function. If the re-
trieved address is present in the blockchain, then smart con-
tract validates how much amount has to be paid and transfers  
the ethers to the account of Hospital. The peer nodes run the 
Proof of work consensus and appends the transaction’s to  
blockchain if they are valid. 
    Signed Message: 0x2bd417da8309df910acfa85ec45038ed5 
358d991ca4539fd55dc4126cb128a087476c71e65b72adb0d0ef947 
4939d32eca075 4e3937b3b0d9b8ce738dd7975191b. 
    This signed message(Figure 3) will be passed as (64,64,4) 
bits to smart contract,and smart contract decrypts using ecre-
cover(hash value,r,v,s). 

 Figure 2. Claim Processing 
 

         Figure 4.  Immutable Transactions 
     
    Transfering ethers to hospital account accordingly with the 
consent of policyholder. All this happens in a smart contract 
and all the transactions are transparent and Immutable with 
cryptographic techniques Figure 4. 
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     Figure 3. Sign made by Policy Owner 

6 PROTOTYPE AND EXPERIMENTS 

In our set up we have tested with 3 nodes for the proposed 
Health Insurance Framework.Ethereum Blockchain was used 
and contracts were written in solidity v4.0.31.The experiments 
were carried out on a system with a quad core Intel i5 proces 
sor and 15.6 GB RAM, running Ubuntu 16.04 (64 bit),Lan 
speed 15 Mbps. We computed the confirmation time of trans-
actions with different number of peer nodes in the network.  
 

Figure 5. Number of Transactions per second 
 
Figure 5 shows the Number of transactions per second that are 
written Blockchain using 3 node setup.Figure 6 shows the gas 
consumption for claim submission. 
      Different networks in ethereum had given different con-

firmation time for validation of transactions and the same with 
different smart contracts in the framework. 

7 CONCLUSION 

We proposed a working model of blockchain based frame-
work to provide,totally decentralized environment to handle 
big data with the characteristic’s of transparency and data in-
tegrity. 
While implementing our framework we used the concept of 
interoperability across different applications in same frame 
      

            Figure 6. Gas Consumption 
 
work using the IPFS. 
In Future, we will be developing and evaluating our prototype 
by implementing the same model in R3 Corda[10] plat-
form.Interoperability protocol will be developed to establish 
the communication across the frameworks of Ethereum and 
R3 Corda platforms.A study will be done by comparing the 
outcomes with respect to Ethereum and Corda to check the 
latency,throughput and tps. This enables evaluating the vary-
ing tradeoff between frameworks. 
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